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Cultural, political, and religious symbols in
Unicode
Unicode contains many characters that represent various cultural, political, and religious symbols. Many but not
all of these are in the Miscellaneous Symbols block.

Unicode Miscellaneous Symbols

Official Name Glyph Unicode
#

HTML Related meaning

Svasti sign, right-facing ࿕ U+0FD5 &#4053; Buddhism, Swastika

Svasti sign, left-facing ࿖ U+0FD6 &#4054; Bön

Svasti sign, right-facing with
dots ࿗ U+0FD7 &#4055;

Svasti sign, left-facing with dots ࿘ U+0FD8 &#4056;

A, circled Latin capital letter Ⓐ U+24B6 &#9398; Anarchism

Shamrock ☘ U+2618 &#9752; Ireland

Skull and crossbones ☠ U+2620 &#9760; piracy, poison, death

Ankh ☥ U+2625 &#9765; Everlasting life

Orthodox cross ☦ U+2626 &#9766; Patriarchal cross

Chi Rho ☧ U+2627 &#9767; Labarum

Cross of Lorraine ☨ U+2628 &#9768; Patriarchal cross

Cross of Jerusalem ☩ U+2629 &#9769;

Star and crescent ☪ U+262A &#9770; Islam

Farsi symbol ☫ U+262B &#9771; Coat of arms of Iran

Khanda ☬ U+262C &#9772; Sikhism

Hammer and sickle ☭ U+262D &#9773; Communism

Peace symbol ☮ U+262E &#9774; Peace

Taijitu ☯ U+262F &#9775; yin and yang

Wheel of Dharma ☸ U+2638 &#9784; Buddhism

Frowning face ☹ U+2639 &#9785; sadness

Smiling face, white ☺ U+263A &#9786; happiness
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Smiling face, black ☻ U+263B &#9787; happiness

Heart ♡ U+2661 &#9825; love

Heart ♥ U+2665 &#9829; love

Cross, west syriac ♰ U+2670 &#9840; Syriac Christianity

Cross, east syriac ♱ U+2671 &#9841; Syriac Christianity

fleur-de-lis ⚜ U+269C &#9884; France

Pentagram ⛤ U+26E4 &#9956; wicca, neopaganism, Bahá'í Faith

Pentagram, interlaced ⛥ U+26E5 &#9957; wicca, neopaganism

Pentagram, interlaced ⛦ U+26E6 &#9958; wicca, neopaganism

Pentagram, inverted ⛧ U+26E7 &#9959; satanism, neopaganism

fist, raised ✊ U+270A &#9994; defiance, solidarity, Marxism, pacifism, communism, anarchism, black
nationalism

V sign ✌ U+270C &#9996; victory

Cross, Latin ✝ U+271D &#10013; Christianity

Cross, Latin hollow ✞ U+271E &#10014; Christianity

Cross, Latin outlined ✟ U+271F &#10015; Christianity

Cross, Maltese ✠ U+2720 &#10016; Knights Hospitaller

Star of David ✡ U+2721 &#10017; Judaism

Heart ❤ U+2764 &#10084; love

Palm branch ⸙ U+2E19 &#11801; victory

Swastika
卍

U+534D &#21325; well-being, good luck

Swastika
卐

U+5350 &#21328; well-being, good luck (Han unification)Wikipedia:Please clarify

Allah الله U+FDF2 &#65010; Islam

Four leaf clover ἴ� U+1F340 &#127808; good luck

Maple leaf ἴ� U+1F341 &#127809; Canada

bullseye (target) Ἲ� U+1F3AF &#127919; perfection

Fist ὄ� U+1F44A &#128074; violence

A-ok ὄ� U+1F44C &#128076; I'm okay, asshole, homosexual (insult)
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Thumbs up ὄ� U+1F44D &#128077; approval

Thumbs down ὄ� U+1F44E &#128078; disapproval

Skull, human Ὀ� U+1F480 &#128128; death

kiss Ὀ� U+1F48B &#128139; romantic love

Heart, broken Ὁ� U+1F494 &#128148; broken heart

Heart pierced by arrow Ὁ� U+1F498 &#128152; romantic love

Light bulb Ὂ� U+1F4A1 &#128161; idea, artistic inspiration, comprehension

100 Ὂ� U+1F4AF &#128175; perfection

Mount Fuji Ὗ� U+1F5FB &#128507;

Tokyo Tower Ὗ� U+1F5FC &#128508;

Statue of Liberty Ὗ� U+1F5FD &#128509; political freedom, liberty

Moyai Ὗ� U+1F5FF &#128511;

Cross, white Latin ὔ� U+1F546 &#128326; Christianity

Cross, heavy Latin ὔ� U+1F547 &#128327; Christianity

Cross, Celtic ὔ� U+1F548 &#128328; Christianity

Dove ὔ� U+1F54A &#128330; peace
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